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SUPERALGEBRAS OF WEAK-*DIRICHLET ALGEBRAS

TAKAHΪKO N A K A Z I

Lei A be a weak-*DiriehIet algebra of LM(m) and let
Hx(m) denote the weak-* closure of A in L™(m)« Muhly
showed that if Hx(m) is an integral domain, then H°°(m) Is a
maximal weak=*clo§ed stibalgebra of L™(m). We show in this
paper ih&t If Hx(m) is not maximal as a weak-*closed sub-
algebra of L ~(m), there Is no algebra which contains H°°(m) and
Is maximal among the proper weak-*closed sobalgebras of
L °°(m). Moreover, we Investigate the weak=*cl®sed siiperaigefo-
ras of A and we try to classify them. We show that there are
two canonical weak-*closed superalgebras of A which play an
important role in the problem of describing all the weak-*closed
superalgebras of A.

1. Pre l iminar ies . Recall that by definition [7], a weak-
*Dirichlet algebra is an algebra A of essentially bounded measurable
functions on a probability measure space (X,s£,m) such that (i) the
constant functions lie in A (ii) A + A is weak-*dense in Lx(m) (the bar
denotes conjugation, here and always); (iii) for all / and g in A,

fgdm = fdm gdm. The abstract Hardy space Hp(m), 1 ̂ p ^
JX JX JX

<χ\ associated with A are defined as follows. For 1 ̂ p ^°o? Hp(m) is
the Lp(m)-closure of A, while Hx(m) is defined to be the weak-*closure

of A in L™(nι). For l ^ p ^ o o , let Hp

0 = lfEHp(m); f fdm = θ j .

A (weak-^ciosed) subalgebra JB00 of Lx(m), containing A, is called a

superalgebra of A. Let Bx

0= j / e B 0 0 ; fdm = θ | and let / ; be the
I JX J

largest weak-*closed ideal of Bx which is contained in 3%. (The
existence of 1% is shown in Lemma 2 of [6]). If Bx = Hx(m) (resp.
Lx(m))i it is clear that Bx= 11= HZ (resp. J B = {0}). In general, IIC
Ho by [6, Lemma 2]. Let «S?B be a self-adjoint part of B00, i.e. the set of
all functions in JB* whose complex conjugates are also in Bx.

For any subset M C Lx(m) and 1 ̂  p < oo, denote by [M]p the norm
closed linear span of M in Lp(m) and by [M]* the weak-*closed linear
span of M. For a weak-*closed superalgebra β00, let B p = [Bx]p and let
Jg = [ Jβ]p for 1 ̂  p < oo. For any measurable subset £ of X, the
function ^ E is the characteristic function of E. If / E Lp(m), denote by
Ef the support set of / and by χf the characteristic function of Ef.
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LEMMA 1. If B* is a weak-*closed superalgebra of A, then B2 and
Ϊ2

B are orthogonal in L2(m) and B 2 0 / | = L2(m).

The proof is in [6, Lemma 2].

LEMMA 2. (Hoffman) Let E be a measurable subset of X such that
0 < m (E) < 1. Then there exists k in Hx(m) such that k is real on E while
k is not constant on E.

The proof for logmodular algebra [1, p. 138] is valid without change
for weak-*Dirichlet algebras.

2. Support sets. If no nonzero function Hx(m) can vanish on
a set of positive measure, then Hx(m) is a maximal weak-*closed
subalgebra (cf. [3]). This shows the importance of the support set of
each function in Hx(m). We shall investigate properties of support sets
of functions in superalgebras of A, in particular, in the algebra Hx(m).

DEFINITION. Let Bx be a weak-*closed superalgebra of A. We say
that the characteristic function χE is minimal for Bx in case any
characteristic function ^F in ΰ x which satisfies the strict inequality
χF S χE on a set of positive measure must be zero a.e. Note that we do
not assume that χE lies in JB00. Similarly, χE is called maximal for Bx in
case any characteristic function χF in Bx which satisfies the strict
inequality χE S χF on a set of positive measure must be 1 a.e.

LEMMA 3. Let Bx be a weak-*closed superalgebra of A.
(1) If Bx contains Hx(m) properly, there exists a nontriυial charac-

teristic function in Bx.
(2) There exists no nontriυial minimal {maximal) characteristic

function for Bx in Bx.

Proof Assertion (1) is shown in the proof of [3, Theorem]. We
shall show assertion (2). Let χ^ be a minimal characteristic function for
Bx in Bx. Then, it follows that there exists no nonconstant real-valued
function in x^l and hence in χBβ

x> For if it were not the case, then
χB)J£x

B would be a nontrivial commutative von Neumann algebra of
operators on L2(m) contrary to the assumption on χB). On the other
hand, Lemma 2 shows that there exists k in Hx(m) such that x^k is a
nonconstant real-valued function in χ&βx. This contradiction shows
that there exists no nontrivial minimal characteristic function for Bx in
Bx. If #Fo were a nontrivial maximal characteristic function for JB* in
£Γ, then 1 - ^F() would be a nontrivial minimal characteristic function for
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B00 in B00. Since this is not possible by what was just proved, χFo cannot
be a nontrivial maximal characteristic function for B00 in B00.

LEMMA 4. / / M is a closed invariant subspace of L2(m) (invariant
under multiplication by functions in A), then M Π Lx(m) is a weak-
*closed invariant subspace. Moreover, the map M -> M Π Lx(m) is one-
to-one and onto.

The proof for logmodular algebras [1, p. 131] is valid without change
for weak-*Dirichlet algebras.

LEMMA 5. Let B00 be a weak-* closed super algebra of A and suppose
D°° = [XfB00]* + (1 - χf)L°°(m) for some f in I°°B. Then Dx is a weak-
* closed superalgebra which contains Bx, χf is in D0 0, and f lies in IZ-

Proof It is clear that Dx is a weak-*closed superalgebra which
contains B00 and χf. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 4, I ID I £ but it is not
clear that f E IZ- Since f & I& by Lemma 2,

fχfgdm = 0
X

and hence

fχfgdm=0 g(ΞD°L
Thus again by Lemma 1 and Lemma 4, it follows that / E /^.

THEOREM 1. If f is a function in B°° such that 0 S χf% 1, then there
exists a nonzero g in B°° such that χg^χf.

Proof. Suppose fE.Il. If /ft = 0 a.e for all ft in II, then by
Lemma 1 and Lemma 4, it follows that / E %l. Thus χf E <£?£ C B00, so by
(2) of Lemma 3, there exists a nonzero characteristic function χE in J500

such that XE** Xf- Thus we may assume that fh^O for some ft in
Jβ. Since 1% is an ideal of J300, /ft E 1% and # ^ ^ g 0.

By taking /ft if necessary we may assume that / E / β . Suppose
Dΰc=[χfB% + (l-χf)L°°(m), then by Lemma 5, it follows that fElZ
and χf E D0 0. By (2) of Lemma 3, there exists a nonzero χE in D00 such
that Xf£ XE- Since / £ is an ideal of Dx, χEfGlo and hence χEf &
β00. Suppose g = χEf then g is a nonzero function in B00 and χf^ χg.

It is natural to ask if whenever there is a function / in B00 such that
O S ^ g l , there also exists a function g in J300 such that
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Xf%Xg"Sk\. However, the third example of §6 shows that in general such
a g need not exist.

3. Non-maximality. Muhly [3] showed that if Hx(m) is an
integral domain, then Hx(m) is a maximal weak-*closed subalgebra of
Lx(m). In this section, we shall show that if Hx{m) is not an integral
domain, there is no maximal proper weak-*closed superalgebra of A.

LEMMA 6. Let Bx be a weak-* closed superalgebra of A. Then Bx

has the form Bx = χR)B
x + (1 - χB))Lx(m), where (1 - χEo)Lx(m) is the

largest subspsace of Bx reducing Lx(m). χ^ is called the essential
function of Bx.

THEOREM 2. If Hx(m) is not maximal as a weak-*closed sub-
algebra of Lx(m), then there is no algebra which contains Hx(m) and is
maximal among the proper weak-*closed subalgebra of Lx(m).

Proof Suppose Bx contains Hx(m) and is maximal among the
proper weak-*closed subalgebras of L°°(ra). Then by assumption
Bx / Hx(m). Since Bx jέ Lx(m), Lemma 6 implies that we can find a
nonzero χB) in Bx such that Bx = x&β™+ (1 ~ ;fe)L°°(m) and the algebra
(1 - Xtk)Lx{m) is the largest subspace of Bx reducing Lx(m). By
Lemma 3, there exists χF E Bx such that 0 g χF^ x^. For such a χF in
Bx, set Dx = χFB

x + (1 - χF)Lx{m). Then Dx is a weak-*closed sub-
algebra which contains Bx. Since χF$ x^ and (1 - χB)Lx(m) is the
largest subspace of Bx reducing Lx(m), it follows that Dx contains Bx

properly and Dx^ Lx(m). This contradiction proves theorem.

4. Relation between two superalgebras. In this section,
we shall investigate the relation between two superalgebras. Let Bx and
Bx be weak-*closed superalgebras of A such that χFB

xQχFB
x for some

χF in Bx. If χE - χFB
x^ χE ' XFBX

2 for all χE in Bx with χE χF^ 0, then

we write XFBX<XFB
X. For a weak-*closed superalgebra B°° of A, we

define B*in to be the intersection of all weak-*closed superalgebras {BZ}
such that BXCBZ and x^B* < χBβ

x, χa) being the essential function of
Bx.

LEMMA 7. Let Bx be a weak-*closed superalgebra of A.
(1) Each weak-*closed superalgebra D°° such that BXC D°°C B*in

has the form

Dx = χEBx+(l-χE)Bx

mm

for some χE in Bx.
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(2) ///15 a function in 1X

B and χf (Φ 1) is minimal for B ", then f lies
in / β m i n .

Proof (1) Let a = sup{m (F); χFD°° = χFB°°(χF E B00)}. Choose χEn

in Bx with m(En)->a and ^ E l ^ ^ E 2 ^ . Set I ? = U * = l J E n , then
χE E JB00, ΛΈ^" = A^^00 a n d (1 ~ XE)D°° > (1 ~ Λ^E)^00- By the definition
of β* in, it follows that (1 - χE)D°°= (1 - χE)Bnin and hence D°° =

(2) Let / be in /S and let χf ( ^ 1) be minimal for B00. Suppose
Dx = [χfB

x]t + (1 - ^)L°°(m). By Lemma 5, / E / ; , # e Dx and hence
in order to prove assertion (2), it is sufficient to prove that IZQ J J W If
there existed a nonzero χE in Bx such that χE ^ X& and χEDx = χEBx,
where ^ is the essential function of B00, then χEχfEBx because
χfEDx. Since χ> ( ^ 1) is minimal for B00, it follows that χE ^ = 0 a.e.
and hence χE<\- χf. By the definition of D0 0, χEBx - χELx(m) and
hence χE ^ 1 - ^ a . This contradiction shows that fei?00 < χEoD

x, hence
D°°Dβ; i n . By Lemma 1 and Lemma 4, it follows that IlQΓBπάn.

LEMMA 8. Let Bx and Bx be weak-* closed superalgebras of A. If
Bx contains Bx properly, there exists a nontrivial minimal characteristic
function for Bx in Bx.

Proof Suppose there exists no nontrivial minimal characteristic
function for Bx in Bx. Then if χE is in Bx, then χE lies in Bx. For given
χE E Bx, let a = sup{m (F); χF ^ χE (χF E B7)} Then, as in the proof of
(1) in Lemma 7, there is χFo in Bx such that χFo ^ χE and m (Fo) = a. If
m (E) > α, then (1 - λ>0)λΈ would be a minimal characteristic function for
2?7 in Bx contrary to the assumption on Bx. Hence m(E) = a and
hence # £ = ^F oEJ57. On the other hand, as in the proof of (1) of
Lemma 3 we can show that there exists at least one characteristic
function χs in Bx with χs£Bx. This contradiction implies that there
exists a nontrivial minimal characteristic function for £ 7 in Bx.

LEMMA 9. Let Bx and BM be weak-* closed superalgebras of A such
that B*CBX. Let K = B2

2QB2

U where ' © ' denotes the orthogonal
complement of B\ in B\. If χfEB\ for every f E K, then each weak-
*closed superalgebra B°° such that BXQBXQB" has the form Bx =
XEBX + (1 - χE)Bx for some χE in B7

Proof. Suppose 5 = BjQB2, then 5 C K. Hence the hypothesis
shows that χfEBx for every f E S. Let a = suρ{m(Ef);f E S}. If
/, g E 5, there exists h in S with Eh = Ef U Eg. For let h = / + (1 - χf)g,
since i?;S C S and hence i f^S C S, then /ι lies in 5. Choose fnES
with m(Efn)-*a and EflCEf2C' - . Alter the function /„ by the
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technique above so that their supports are disjoint. Suppose f0 =
Σx

=ι2~nfn, then / 0 G S , m{Efί)= a and hence χfo = χE, where E is the
support set of 5. Thus χE G £ 7 Since (\-χE)B\ is orthogonal to S
and is contained in B\, the set (1 - χE)B\ is contained in B2. Thus by
Lemma 4, it follows that B"D χEB~ + (1 - * E ) B 2 and * E B? + (1 ~ XE)B2

is a weak-*closed superalgebra. If the two superalgebras above did not
coincide, by Lemma 8, there would exist at least one nontrivial minimal
χFo for χEB"+ (1 - χE)B™ in JET. Then it may be assumed that χFo^
χE. For if it were not so, the set ^F o(l - ^E)B2 would be contained in
χEB" + (1 - χE)Bx since χE lies in Bx. By (2) of Lemma 3, there exists a
nonzero χEi in χEBx + (1 - χE)Bx such that χFo(ί -χE)^ χEι. This con-
tradicts minimality of χFo for χEBι+ (1 - XE)BX.

It is clear that χFoS C 5. If ,γF oS^ {0}, since χf G B7 for every / G S,
^Fo may not be minimal. If χFύS = {0}, the set E may not be the support
set of S. Thus Bx = χEBΐ+ (1 - ^ ^ 2 .

THEOREM 3. Let Bx and Bl be weak-*closed superalgebras of A
such that B7 C £2 and hence ΓBiD ΓB2. If f G ΓBl for every f <Ξ ΓBι such
that χf is minimal for B™, then each weak-*closed*superalgebra B°° such
that B™CB~CB2 has the form

for some χE in B™.

Proof Suppose K = B\QBl K = PB2QPB2 by Lemma 1. If k =
min(l/ |/j, l) for / G K , then k is in L°°(m) and log k is in
L \ m ) . Consequently, by [7, Theorem 2.5.9] there is an outer function g
in Hx(m) such that k = \g\. Then, by Lemma 4 fg G PBi Π Lx(m) =
/B,. However, /g does not lie in /B2. For since g is the outer function,
there exist gn in H°°(m) such that gnfg-*f(n-+ °°)weakly in L2(m). If
/g G Iβ2, by gn/g G Jβ2, it follows that / G /B 2 contrary to the assumption
on /. Thus fg & /B2 and χf = χfg. By the hypothesis, χf is not minimal
for JBT and hence there exists nonzero χE in J3T such that χf ^ χE. If
Xf^ XE, let ft = ( l - ^ £ ) / , then h lies in iC again. We can repeat the
above argument for g = (1 - χE)f and hence we can show that χf G JBT as
in the proof of Lemma 8. Now Lemma 9 proves theorem.

THEOREM 4. Let Z?7 and B^ be weak-*closed superalgebras of A
such thatBx

λQBx

2{so Ix

BιD / B 2 ) . Suppose x^B7 < ^ β 7 m i n /or tfie e,s5en-
ί/a/ function χa) of JBT 77ien Λe following are equivalent.

(1) If f is in 1^, andχf (jέ 1) isminimalforB™, then flies in I ^2.
(2) /// and g are in / B\, i/ feoΛ ̂ y and χg are minimal for B7, and if

fg = 0, a.e.y then either f or g lies in I°°B2.
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(3) Each weak-""closed superalgebra B00 such that BTCB^CB"
has the form

for some χE in B7

Proof. (1) Φ (2) is trivial. (2) => (1). Take /G ΓB2 such that χf

(7^ 1) is minimal for B". Suppose D00 = [̂ yJ5T] + (1 ~ χf)L°°(m\ then by
Lemma 5, D00 is a weak-*closed superalgebra such that B7 Q D°°, f E I£,
and χ> E D00. By (2) of Lemma 3, there exists at least one χE in D00 such
that both χEf and (1 - χE)f are nonzero functions in /S (so in /£,). Since
χf is minimal for B?, it follows that both χEχf and (1 - χE)χf are minimal
for BI. (2) implies that xEfEls2 or (1 -χE)f& I°°B2. Thus we have
proved that, for / E !£, such that χf is minimal, there exists ^ E B " such
that λ>/y 0 and ^F/ E / 22. Thus we can show that / E J B2 as in the proof
of Lemma 8.

Assertion (1) implies (3) by Theorem 3. We will show that assertion
(3) implies (1). If we can show that B^QB^ and hence IβlmnCl%39

then by (2) of Lemma 7, it follows that if / E I B, and χf is minimal for B7,
then fEl^2, and the proof is complete. As in the proof of Lemma 7
there is χFo in BΓ such that χFoB™ = χFoBI (1 - χFo)B" < (1 - χ f t)B;, and
(I-X^^XB,. It is clear that ( l - t o ) J j ; D ( l - t o ) B L . Suppose
(l-χF o)B2^(l-χF o)Brm i n, and let D°°= (l-^Fo)BΓmin + ^ B 0 0 . Then
B7CD°°£B2. By hypothesis, we can write D00 = ^FBT + (1 - A^F)B" for
some χF in BT D00 = (^F + χF o- χF ^FO)^T + (1 - * F ) ( 1 ~ Afft)B?because
B2 = *F oB7+(l-*F o)B2. If XF(1 ~χFo) = O.a.e., then D~ = B'2. Hence
XF(1-XFO)^0 and ^ ( l - ^ B Γ m i n C ^ D ^ ^ T . Thus χF(l~χFo)^
XF-XEO^XEO. This contradicts that χEoB^<χB0Bΐttάa. Thus B? =

+ (1 - *Fo)Brm i n C B r m i n .

5. Two canonical superalgebras. As corollaries of the
results in §4, we shall show that there are two canonical superalgebras of
A. We define /f *ax to be the weak-*closed superalgebra of A generated
by H°°(m) and χf for all / in H°°(m). This superalgebra was considered
by the author [5]. If no nonzero function in H°°(m) can vanish on a set
of positive measure, then HZ* - H™{m).

COROLLARY 1. Each weak-*closed superalgebra B 0 0 of A which

contains H^ΆX has the form B0 0 = χEH^ax + (1- χE)L°°(m) for some χE in

Proof Apply Theorem 4 with BT = HLx and B"= Lx(m). By
definition of H; a x, χf E f/;ax for every f<ΞΓHmax and hence if χf (φ 1) is
minimal for Hmax, then by (2) of Lemma 3, / = 0 a.e.
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If XεoHZax <
 XEOB™ for the essential function χ^ of H^ax, by Corollary

1 it follows that β o o =L 0 O (m). Hence (H^ax)min = L°°(m) and if AΈo^O,
then χEoHlax <

COROLLARY 2. Let Bx be α weak-*closed superalgebra of A. If
each weak-* closed superalgebra D00 of A which contains B" has the form
D00' = χEB°°'+ ( 1 - χE)L"(m) for some χE in J300, then B^DH^

Proof. We may assume that J B ° V Lx(m). It is easy to show that
J?min = L°°(m) and hence I%mn = {0}. Applying Lemma 7, if / E /^ and χf

(iέ 1) is minimal for B00, then / = 0 a.e. Hence if / E / ; with 0$χf$ 1,
then there exists nonzero * E in β 0 0 such that # § ΛΈ If / E JB00, / ^ O ,
then / E if2 or there exists a function g in II such that g/^ 0. Thus if
/ E B 0 0 and / y θ , then there exists nonzero χF in B00 such that
^ δ χF. AS in the proof of Lemma 8, we can show that χf E B°°. Thus
B-DH:

= I -1 -* max *

The second canonical superalgebra of A is Jϊmin. If χE E /ί°°(m),
then χE = 0 a.e. or ^ E = 1 a.e. So if*in is an intersection of all
weak-*closed superalgebras {JBZ} which contains H°°(m) properly. Then
jFίmin may coincide with or may be different from H°°(m). If
Hmm 7̂  H™(jn), then H I is the minimum weak-*closed superalgebra
which contains f/°°(m) properly.

COROLLARY 3. Let Bx be a weak-*closed superalgebra of A which
contains H™(m) properly. Suppose Hlin/ H°°(m). 77ιen the following
are equivalent.

(1) /// in H°°(m) vanishes on a set of positive measure, then f lies
in Iβ.

(2) /// and g in H°°(m) and fg = 0 a.e., then f lies in ΓB or g lies
in ΓB.

(3) Each weak-*closed superalgebra D 0 0 such that Hcc(m)CDcoC
B00 coincides with H°°(m) or B00.

(4) Bx is a minimum weak-*closed superalgebra which contains
Hx(m) properly, i.e. Bx = Hx

mm.

Proof. Since H^m^ //^(m), assertions (3) and (4) are
equivalent. Apply Theorem 4 with £?7 = H°°(m) and B2 = BX, then
I™Bl = Ho and I^2= II. If / E H™(m) vanishes on a set of positive
measure, then by Jensen's inequality, / E HQ. For any nonzero function
/ in Ho(m), χf is minimal for H ^ r a ) .

As a corollary of Corollary 3, Muhly's theorem [3] follows.

COROLLARY 4. (Muhly) The following properties for H°°(m) are
equivalent.
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(1) No nonzero function in Hx(m) can vanish on a set of positive
measure.

(2) H*(m) is an integral domain.
(3) Hx(m) is a maximal weak-*closed subalgebra of Lx(m), i.e.

Hlm = L°°(ra).

Proof. Apply Corollary 3 with J5°° = Lx{m) remarking /£={()}.

We can show the next result which was shown by the author [5,
Theorem 1] as a slight modification of Hoffman [2, p. 194].

COROLLARY 5. Suppose HI = ZH°°(m) for some inner function Z in
Hx(m) and let B00 be the weak-""closure of U"= 0ZίΓ°(m). Then B°° is
the minimum of all weak-*closed superalgebras of A which contains
Hx(m) properly, i.e. Bx = Hlm (^ H (m)).

Proof By Theorem 5 of [6] and the proof of Corollary 3 of [6], it

follows that H°°(m) = 2Γ°φ II where ^°° is the weak-*closure of polyno-

mials of Z. By Jensen's inequality and Z^ = If G 2Γ; ί fdm = 01, it

follows that if g G ίΓ°(ra) and g £l& then l o g | g | G Lι(m) and hence
| g | > 0 a.e. Apply Corollary 3.

If H°°{m) is an integral domain, then H°°(m) = H°^axCH^in =
Lx(m). If H°"(m) is not an integral domain, then HΰO{m)QHZϊmQ
HmaxCLx(m). We are interested in case H°°(m) is not an integral
domain. If H^=ZH°°(m) for softie inner function Z, then
H™(m)^ HZm by Corollary 5. In general, HZ,m may coincide with or be
different from Hx(m). In the second example in §6 f f i n coincides with
H°°(m). In general, H^ax may coincide with or be different from
Lx(m). In the first example in §6 JFί̂ ax coincides with L™(m). In
general, H^m may coincide with or be different from H^ax.

Since f/°°(m) has no nonconstant real-valued function, H°°(m) has
not a subspace reducing L°°(m), i.e. the essential function of //°°(m) is
constant. But when Hx(m) is not an integral domain, it is not clear
whether ίf~in has a subspace reducing L™(m). For in case which
HmrnT^ Hx(m), Hmin has nonconstant real-valued functions. Many
natural examples show that H^m has no subspace reducing L™{m). The
third example in §6 shows that in general H I need not have a subspace
reducing L°°(m).

6. E x a m p l e s . First example. Let A be the algebra of con-
tinuous complex-valued functions on the infinite torus Γ00, the countable
product of circles, which are uniform limits of polynomials in z {ιz{2 z in

where (€u €2,'' , C0,0, )G Γ and Γ is the set of (€u ί2, )e Z00, the
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countable direct sum of the integers, whose last nonzero entry is positive,
together with 0. Denote by m the normalized Haar measure on T00,
then A is the weak-*Dirichlet algebra of L~(m).

We shall show that H^ax - L°°(ra). Let B°°n be the weak-*closure of
UΓ«of ΐH-(m). Then

H™(m)5B"5B2-$B: CL°°(m).

It is sufficient to show that H^ax contains zn for any n. Let ££™Bn be the
self-adjoint part of Bx

n, then we can show that there exists / in H™(m)
such that χf - χE for every χE in SB^ and 3E^n is generated by characteris-
tic functions in «S?SM. Since χf E fί^ax for every / in //°°(m), jFί*ax contains
££x

Bn and hence contains zn. Thus H^ax - L^im).

Second example. Let A be the algebra of continuous complex-
valued functions on the infinite torus Γ00 which are uniform limits of
polynomials in z{\ z{2- z£ where (£u 4 i § t » C 0 , 0 , ) ε Γ and Γ is
the set of (€u €2, * *) E Z00 whose first non-zero entry is positive, together
with 0. Denote by m the normalized Haar measure on T00, then A is
the weak-*Dirichlet algebra of Lx(m).

We shall show that ff*in = //°°(m). Let B* be the weak-*closure of
UΓ-o^iH°°(m), then

It is easy to show that Π : = 1 JB^= H°°(m).

Third example. Let ^ be the σ-algebra of all Borel sets on the
torus T2. Let sέQ be the cr-subalgebra of sέ consisting of Borel sets of
the form ExxT where Ex is a Borel set on the circle Γ. Suppose 3ft be
the σ-subalgebra which consists of all Borel sets such that {(EQ X T) (Ί
F ; F E ̂ o} U{(Eo x T ) ί l F ' ; F ' E ̂ /} for some fixed Borel set EQ on T
such that Θ(EO)< 1, where θ is the normalized Haar measure on T.

Denote by m the normalized Haar measure on T2 and denote by m0

the restriction to S3. Let A be the algebra of complex-valued Borel
function on T2 which are polynomials in znqm where

(n, m) E Γ = {(n, m); m > 0} U {(n, m); n ̂  0}

and q = ̂ x T w and both z and w are coordinate functions on
T2. Then A is a weak-*Dirichlet algebra of Lx{mQ). For it is clear that
m0 is multiplicative on A. To show that Λ + Λ is weak-*dense in
Lx(m0) it is sufficient to show that the characteristic functions for the
Borel sets of T2 of the form of (E, x Γ ) U { ( E o x Γ ) ί l F}, where F is any
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Borel set of T2, are in the weak-*closure of A + A. However it is not
difficult to show this.

By Corollary 5, the minimal superalgebra //~in = //Lx is a weak-
*closure of U"=0z

nHao(m0) which contains Hx(mQ) properly. Then I^mn

is Γ)"=qZnHao(m0) and the support set of I^mn is Eox T. Since
H2

mmφϊ2

Hmιn= L2(mQ) by Lemma 1, //~in has a subspace reducing
L(m0). For q = X&XT ' w in Hx(m0% χq satisfies that if χq$ χf for
/ E //°°(m0), then χf = 1, a.e. For if χ>sϊ 1, by Corollary 3, it follows that
/ e r H m ι n .

Fourth example. Let A be the algebra of continuous complex-
valued functions on the polydisc T3 - {(zu z2, z3) E C 3; | Zi | = | z2| = | z31 =
1} which are uniform limit of polynomials in zf'z^zf3 where

(€u €2J / 3 ) £ Γ = {(*,, *2, €3); (, > 0} U

Denote by m the normalized Haar measure on T3, then A is a
weak-*Dirichlet algebra of Lx(m). H I is the weak-*closure of
U^=oz

nιHx(m). jF/̂ ax is the weak-*closure of U ^ o ^ " / / " ^ ) . Theorem
3 can be applied each weak-*closed superalgebra B°° such that JFf^nC
β 0 0 C //Lx has form B00 = χEHlm + (1 - *E)/ίmax for some * £ E //^in. For
it is sufficient to show that if / E Ix

Hmιn and # is minimal for //^in, then
/ E /Hmax By [6, Theorem 4], H°°(m) = H°°(m)Π //maLΘ /H™ and hence
if fEIx

HmιnJ then f = u + fQ for some w E //°°(m) Π //̂ ax and for some
/o E /H^X It is not difficult to show that if u / 0, then ŷ is not minimal
for //; in. Moreover Hlax = (//; in)min.
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